The American Studies Program, which is sponsoring a series of lectures, convened in Piscata Lodge for its third seminar entitled a "Black View of America." Students from BABA and members of the faculty were present.
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Peace for Easter
CREW TEAM OPENS SEASON IN MIAMI

The time was early September and a sign read, "All those to the boathouse for a meeting on Tuesday afternoon at 4:30." This was to be the first meeting of the season, and out of the hundreds of students that read it only forty or so responded, and out of the forty that responded only twenty-two remained to fulfill the ever increasing demands placed upon them in the Varsity and Junior Varsity shells. The reason being that a tremendous year round training consistency must be maintained in order to serve as a pre-requisite for rowing here at Marist College. For the past two years, Coach William Austin, a multifaceted training program has been initiated in defiance of the temperamental Hudson River that won't admit training procedures until Spring has made some very definite assertions. Concentration and determination then, are the prerequisites upon which this year's program has been built, and upon which Marist Crew will achieve success.

This weekend, the team will embark upon a trip to Florida that includes the Miami Invitational Regatta, the Cypress Gardens Regatta and two races in Washington, D.C. against Howard University, Georgetown University and others. This will get the season into full swing before the Kerr Cup in Philadelphia, the Presidents Cup at home and the Rusty Callow Regatta in Worcester, Massachusetts. The climax of the season will be the Dad Vail Championship Regatta.

Needless to say, the team is up against some finely tuned personnel who will do everything they can to keep us in the background. However, through concentrated efforts, the Marist men will attempt to negate that force.

The greatest percentage of the team is made up of juniors who have gained vital experience over the past two years. Returning from last year's first boat that placed 13th in the Dad Vail Regatta are juniors - Pete Masterson, Greg Nesterko, Bernard McGovern, Mike Artega and Joseph Ryan. Taken in order, Pete Masterson will coxswain the varsity shell for his second year in a row. Greg Nesterko, who rowed most of last season at six will be taking over the key position of stroke in this season's Varsity shell. Bernard McGovern, whose definite position is still unknown for this season, did an outstanding job in last year's Varsity shell rowing at seven, and is certain to maintain that consistency no matter where he is placed this season. Mike Artega, this year's Captain, rowed bow in last year's first boat. Significant is his "Drive to Win" which has created a true competitive atmosphere among all the members of the team.

Lastly, although not superceded by the others in order of importance, Joe Ryan emerges into the picture this spring after having made an all important switch from steering (which he rowed last year) to port this spring. The lone senior who rowed in the Varsity boat last year, and has earned the distinction, Co-Captain, is James Walsh. In all probability, he will be positioned in bow, and despite the fact that he is the smallest on the team, he can most accurately be acclaimed as one of the finest competitors on the team.

At this time, there are still three seats remaining in the Varsity shell, with 14 anxious oarsmen in waiting. According to the coaching of Coach Austin, there are six men most likely to be in the order of coincidental distribution, there are two seniors, two juniors and two sophomores in contention. First, we have seniors Bill Rowley and Richard Gorman. Bill is an avid oarsman who attained the position of stroke in the Junior Varsity boat last year. Richard gained experience in the Fall of his freshman and sophomore years of college, and overcame a knee injury to row the full season this year.

Secondly, we have two definite powerhouses of the crew world, Joe Reuschle and Rich Reuschle. The former rowed minimally last year, but inherent athletic ability may serve as his ticket to row "first class." The latter, Rick Reuschle, is a package deal of physical form whose strength is only surpassed by his determination. At the time of writing this "controlled storm" for Coach Austin's trained eye to evaluate the pre-requisite for rowing here at Marist College.

Continued on 3

Track Team Starts Against Queens

On April 12, the track team will invade Queens College for the opening dual meet of the outdoor season. Coach Les Olson is hopeful that they will avenge the earlier loss to Queens during indoor season.

In the distance races, Phil Capello again appears unbeatable. He will be counted on for both the mile and two-mile and should have no problem at all with Queens. His major competition for the season will come from Albany State, since they have an excellent cross-country team, and, of course, at the Penn Relays where he will anchor either the two-mile relay or the distance medley. Phil has an extra heavy schedule ahead of him, as he is also preparing to run in the Boston Marathon (26 miles, 385 yds) on April 21.

Greg Howe, Bob Maychler, and Joe McMillan will be filling the middle distance slots for the team, as there has been nothing coming along well throughout the past indoor campaign and should be ready for anything from the quarter to the mile. Most likely they will be part of the two-mile relay or distance medley at Penn.

In the 440, the team has suffered a severe setback by the loss of Ed Walter, who fractured his foot in a recent soccer practice. Taking up the slack in his absence will be Steve Kopki and Bill Kalish, who have both turned in good performances this winter. Steve Kopki is also counted on heavily for the 220. Heading the sprinters will be two freshmen, Ed Floovory and Jerry Wildner. They have fine high school records behind them and they should be able to double with the 100 and 220. Returning from last year is our all-purpose man, Austin Randolph. Austin runs the 220 yd. high hurdles and the 440 yd. hurdles; he also high jumps, triple jumps, and broad jumps. Right now he wants to try the pole vault, and last week he turned in a very fast 220 yard dash.

In the throwing events, the big men are the Blum brothers, Paul and Henry. Henry, only a sophomore years of college, and overcame a knee injury to row the full season this year.

Secondly, we have two definite powerhouses of the crew world, Joe Reuschle and Rich Reuschle. The former rowed minimally last year, but inherent athletic ability may serve as his ticket to row "first class." The latter, Rick Reuschle, is a package deal of physical form whose strength is only surpassed by his determination. At the time of writing this "controlled storm" for Coach Austin's trained eye to evaluate.